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Lorem ipsum

The way business problems are solved is expensive, slow and prone to failure.

Businesses today face the dual challenge of rapid, global change and increased complexity as 

they search for operating models that can yield sustainable advantage and profitability. While 

Operational Excellence has long been pursued for execution improvements, recent focus on 

innovation has highlighted gaps in both building and fielding business breakthroughs. Firms today 

are re-evaluating their management systems and realize the need for solutions which can better 

bridge existing intellectual property, innovation practices, and execution disciplines while                            

integrating new “as-a-Service” offerings.

The Case for a New Approach

Today, 45% of project budgets greater than $15 million go over budget by >30%. 

56% fail to achieve business goals satisfactorily.

Given the growing amount of data available to the organization, the proliferation of silo-based 

systems to support narrow business requirements, and the distributed infrastructure used to 

support both, a composite design is necessary but not wholly sufficient to address the distributed 

enterprise. New solutions must take a step further and redefine past levels of performance 

around key measures such as time-to-success, time-to-failure, and business-technology collabo-

ration. Ideally, enterprises are looking for a solution “fabric” which provides a smooth transition 

path from today’s proliferation of heavily integrated, purpose-built and inflexible applications to a 

highly agile mix of existing capabilities with newly available data, application, and infrastructure 

services. This so-called “API economy” uses a loosely coupled architecture of internal and exter-

nal components to allow an optimal mix of “what you have” with “what you need”.

In response, a new approach is required that successfully reuses, not recreates, existing data, 

applications, and infrastructure, while fully embracing “as-a-Service” offerings. Such reuse allows 

focus on the business of creating value, not developing technology, and re-engages business 

users who are crucial to effective sponsorship and solution design. Ultimately, this approach 

enables a virtuous cycle of innovation and execution that holds great promise toward building 

and sustaining a competitive advantage.

The Problem “The Cost of Doing Business”

Data Applications Infrastructure

70% of project costs spent to identify, 
normalize, move, store and optimize 
data before a single penny of value.

55 of that 70 cents is a repeat of at 
least 5 other projects over the last 3 
years.

To identify one customer, integration 
of multiple technologies is needed.
$1 SW spent, >$5 in systems and data 
integration.

Average application lifetime prior to 
replacement or major upgrade
>$2 million TCO is 3-5 years.

Existing servers still are significantly 
underutilized (70%) before 
replacement.

Requirements are logical with physical 
deployment and often misaligned to 
original requirement.
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Understanding customer needs & objectives

Pneuron has defined an ambitious mission: create a new business-oriented architecture to drive 

customer competitiveness by redefining the paradigm for solution development. Pneuron’s 

assessment of the market-shaping customer, competitor, and technology forces was a critical 

first step in accurately capturing the most important requirements against which any new 

approach would be measured. This assessment is summarized by the following set of specific 

customer needs and objectives:

•    Create new products, applications, workflows, operating models or businesses by integrating            

     distributed, interconnected, and market available services.

•    Enable real-time, distributed data acquisition, analytics, and enterprise Business Intelligence  

     without the need to build redundant, centralized databases.

•    Achieve a 50% improvement in time and cost to market versus traditional application   

     approaches by re-using existing IP, applications, infrastructure, and “as-a-Service” offerings.

•    Integrate traditionally stove-piped legacy or third-party systems and technologies into coop 

     erating, interoperable application services.

•    Combine different technologies, data sources or components within one unified interoperabili 

     ty model without intermediary technologies or translation.

•    Capitalize on the compelling relationship opportunity between Business and IT by creating an  

     environment fully supportive of cross-functional collaboration.

Pneuron’s Founding Principles

Pneuron has embraced the challenge to enable superior performance across the innovation and 

execution disciplines. Leveraging advanced research and development, Pneuron has defined a 

fundamentally new approach to the development and deployment of applications that span 

internal and external

environments.

This approach provides a paradigm and platform to reinvigorate the relationship between busi-

ness and technology resources, create value by improving core innovation and execution disci-

plines, and readily incorporate “as-a-Service” offerings to capitalize on economies of scale and 

expertise.

The core of the Pneuron approach is the development of a distributed, lightweight, and elastic 

fabric for building, distributing, and executing business solutions. This allows businesses to 

access and analyze data at the source without the traditional centralization pre- requisite. This is 

fundamentally different than traditional applications and analytics approaches where the centrali-

zation paradigm requires significant upfront design and continuous re-architecting as business 

complexity and scale continue to grow. Pneuron believes that a distributed approach provides a 

platform better suited for today’s business and technology trends given its ability to scale using 

existing infrastructure, incorporating in-place legacy and new data sources, and providing elastic 

expansion of processing capacity.



As Pneuron set out to define a fundamentally new approach to solutions design, several key 

principles were developed to ensure alignment through the evolution of its innovations. A com-

pelling advantage had to be established compared to typical expectations of adopters and over-

come the natural tendency to feel one is “starting over” with yet another new technology.

These imperatives became the foundational principles of Pneuron’s vision to provide:
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•    Superior Time-to-Value – Pneuron must enable breakthrough improvements in   

     time-to-value for business innovation.

•    Highly Advantaged TCO – Pneuron must deliver substantial TCO advantage 

     compared to conventional approaches.

•    Robust Business-IT Connectivity – Pneuron must facilitate efforts to re-integrate  

     business and technology staff across the solution lifecycle.

•    Match Innovation to Execution – Pneuron must dramatically improve the enviroment  

     for experimentation and adaptation to deal with the dynamics of ever-changing 

     business, competitive, and regulatory requirements.

•    Client Self-Sufficiency – Pneuron must reduce or eliminate dependence on 

     Pneuron’s resources and its product roadmap to ensure client choice, flexibility, and 

     responsiveness.

These principles drive all aspects of Pneuron’s strategy, design, and decision-making. Each 

element of the business model and go-to-market strategy is constantly validated against these 

principles—and provided the foundation on which Pneuron’s breakthrough Distributed Platform 

technology was architected.

Architectural Guidelines

To fundamentally re-define the existing solution  
paradigm, it was necessary to develop a core set of 
innovations that could be leveraged throughout the 
Pneuron Distributed Platform.:

These innovations serve as the cornerstones of the Pneuron Distributed Platform:
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1.    Visual, configuration-driven design: Using a rich, interoperable library of integration,        

       analytical, and workflow management objects promotes end-user and IT collaboration and    

       restores much needed speed-to-market and solution agility.

2.    Uniformly interoperable components: Data, analyses, models, processing objects, and  

       applications must be represented as components that can be connected simply, quickly and  

       without burdensome systems and data integration investments.

3.    No intermediary data layers: Instead of taking the data to the analysis or the application—a  

       cumbersome and increasingly expensive proposition—take the analysis to the data and  

       establish a “fabric” that feels traditionally centralized but is in fact fully distributed across the    

       enterprise.

4.    Distributed processing: Reverses the paradigm of centralizing data and systems before  

       value creation, instead decomposing business problems and distributing processing objects  

       across an environment—effectively “taking analytics to the data”.

5.    Dynamically scaling and resiliency: Takes advantage of available physical and virtual          

       resources across an environment, allowing for highly reliable performance that meets widely  

       varying workloads.

6.    Technology-agnostic deployment: Supports industry standards to leverage both existing  

       infrastructure and prior technology and application investments.

Pneuron Innovation

Instead of rearranging the components of traditional approaches, Pneuron has taken 
a totally fresh, “outside-in” approach to solution design. Pursuing only select 
innovations and features that contribute to these architectural guidelines, it created 
a totally new paradigm.

Key functionality

The Pneuron platform possesses a comprehensive set of functionalities which allows a designer 

to build a complete, stand-alone solution. By pre-integrating critical functionality from each of 

multiple product categories, Pneuron provides a highly productive, flexible, and agile develop-

ment environment within an enterprise. Examples of such functionality include, data query, 

matching, workflow management, data visualization, application integration, distributed messag-

ing and processing, and elastic scalability.
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More typically, Pneuron is deployed in enterprise environments where existing investments have 

been made and proven. In these cases, Pneuron can serve as the “glue” between these legacy 

solutions and native Pneuron functionality to allow a composite solution approach. In many 

cases, Pneuron serves as an effective bridge between tightly coupled, heavily integrated best- 

of-breed technologies and the emerging, loosely-coupled services model.

Finally, Pneuron places significant focus on delivering a highly productive design and deploy-

ment environment which supports rapid conversion of ideas to working solutions. To that end, 

Pneuron supports a ‘Multi-lateral Development and Deployment Process (MDDP)’ which facili-

tates the simultaneous development and deployment of processing networks by IT staff and 

business level users across business lines and across the globe. Critical to this objective is the 

synchronization between the various elements of the Pneuron Distributed Platform to ensure 

changes are dynamically shared and available. These “Pneuron Networks”, consisting of different 

sources, services, functions, and applications ultimately create value chains, intelligence results, 

products and operating models for the enterprise.

Enabling innovation

Pneuron’s platform design is a direct translation of its core principles against the backdrop of a 

modern business environment. A powerful combination of innovative design and unrelenting 

focus on the business mission has yielded a high-performance platform exhibiting the following 

key enablers:

Distributed architecture: Allows critical functions to be performed at the source rather than 

through costly pre- processing layers of migration, translation, and normalization.

Resiliency: Ensures robust performance via discovery, access, and use of available processing 

resources in a distributed, clustered, and fault-tolerant framework.

Key Pneuron Features Key Industry Participants (Representative List)

Business
Applications

Agent Based
Software

• Source-located Pneurons

• Agent or Agentless

BPM
• Event/Request driven workflow

• Rules-based execution control

SOA
Architecture

• Pneuron-based services

• Composite Apps/Analytics

Enterprise
Intelligence

• Pre-Built Analytics IP

• Integrate with any BI IP

Distributed
Computing

• Distributed/Elastic Processing

• Many-to-Many Messaging

Enterprise
Mashup

• Enterprise Control Manager

• In-Process Variable Analysis

Matching
• Data, field and metadata matching

• Probabilistic, Deterministic, Algorithmic

• Structured and unstructured

• Self-describing XML

• Metadata Linkage

• Any IP/application seamlessly integrated

  with all elements of business solution

• No required DB or data model for integration

ETL/Data 
Virtualization

JBoss Metra
Matrix

VMware
GemFire
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Elastic execution: Supports scalability through the seamless access, provisioning, and use of 

processing resources within and outside an enterprise.

Lightweight footprint: Limits the impact on existing processing infrastructure as a resource 

efficient design while allowing local processing by hosting functionality on and/or near source 

systems.

Integrated platform: Combines design/build/deploy/un activities of the solution to simplify 

environment setup, integration, configuration, and tuning; provides for a single intuitive interface 

for business and technical users.

Security & governance integration: Includes a low-level permissioning model for granular 

control of platform objects while supporting integration with existing security and governance 

models.

Why use a centralized method to solve a distributed 
problem?

instead of monolithic, multi- year integration initiatives that add burden to technolo-
gists and frustration for business users − and end up obsolete before they even 
generate value − Pneuron enables organizations to rapidly and flexibly design, 
deploy and run distributed solutions that solve business challenges at their source, 
and at half the time, cost and risk of traditional centralized alternatives. innovations 
and features that contribute to these architectural guidelines, it created a totally new 
paradigm.
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The Pneuron Distributed Platform™

Pneuron’s Distributed Platform™ operates similarly 
to how the neurons in the human brain function, with 
each “Pneuron” serving as part of a network of other 
connected Pneurons to retrieve, analyze, derive and 
deliver intelligence.

Network-based
run-time server 

THE CORTEX

Target data in
various sources.

Analyze, match or predict
using embedded or 

imported functionality.

ANALYTICS
PNEURONS

Encapsulate existing
apps as interoperable
components.

APPLICATION
INTERACTION 
PNEURONS

DATA
INTERACTION
PNEURONS

OUTPUT 
PNEURONS

Deliver results to
any endpoint.

The Pneuron Distributed Platform

Distributed
Analytics

Distributed
Applications

Distributed
Processes

Enables Businesses to Design, Deploy & Run:

PNEURONS™
Configurable Mini-Apps

DESIGN STUDIO
Visual Development Interface
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Pneuron’s architecture is built from the ground-up to support the distributed paradigm and key 

features discussed above. Each element is 100% Java and architected around a Web Services 

philosophy to ensure flexibility in deployment and operations.

All components are purpose-built and engineered to excel in heterogeneous, distributed environ-

ments where loose coupling offers the potential to access the emerging ‘API economy’ yet 

ensure robust coordination across a network environment.

  
  Pneurons™

 

Pneuron’s architecture is built from the ground-up to support the distributed paradigm and key 

features discussed above. Each element is 100% Java and architected around a Web Services 

philosophy to ensure flexibility in deployment and operations.

All components are purpose-built and engineered to excel in heterogeneous, distributed environ-

ments where loose coupling offers the potential to access the emerging ‘API economy’ yet ensure 

robust coordination across a network environment.

Capabilities

Pneurons enable local access, connection and processing of data without moving and creating 

centralized databases. Given this distribution and flexibility, the Pneurons are able to perform any 

form of analysis to create real-time enterprise intelligence, integrate any IP, component, function or 

application, and connect them all together without rewriting applications or creating one-off inte-

gration solutions. Types of Pneurons include:

Data and Application Interaction Pneurons: Use these Pneurons to visually configure 

connectivity and access to disparate sources of value across databases, Big Data appliances, files, 

applications, documents, web services and multiple other sources. They incorporate the low-level 

technologies required to access these diverse platforms, freeing solution designers to focus on 

required business functionality.

Analysis Pneurons: Create or embed analytics of any characteristic to perform value-added 

processing at any point in a Pneuron Network. Key functionality includes matching (deterministic, 

probabilistic, etc.), advanced mathematics, predictive models and statistical analysis, NLP, and 

Rules. Accessible across a high-performance network with the ability to distribute work across 

multiple nodes, they also provide for added scale and throughput. 

Output Pneurons: Persist, deliver, or visualize results to any chosen end point using output Pneu-

rons. Designers gain maximum flexibility to leverage mobility (Apple, Android), existing databases, 

Pneuron’s ECM, or other platforms (e.g. BI, BPM) as vehicles to communicate value-added results 

for best business value. Pneuron also offers mechanisms to ensure runtime interaction with end 

users to draw their expertise into solution delivery.
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Pneuron Innovation

Pneurons are able to perform any form of analysis to create real-time enterprise 
intelligence, integrate any IP, component, function or application, and connect them 
all together without rewriting applications or creating one-off integration solutions.

Features

By abstracting and visualizing the traditional complexities of enterprise business and technology 

challenges, each Pneuron enables solution designers to efficiently create, import, or integrate any 

IP, components, function, models or applications to create powerful distributed solutions which 

take advantage of the natural distribution of assets and infrastructure in one’s environment.

Pneurons access data and application functionality of interest by creating non-invasive interfaces 

with existing databases and applications via standard technologies and protocols. These interfac-

es are selected and configured during Pneuron design, where designers can specify target data or 

application functionality, mode of access, recurrence of requests, etc.

Benefits

By eliminating the need for centralized databases, data integration, application replacement or 

additional infrastructure, Pneurons allows enterprises to halve the data readiness, solution design, 

and physical deployment phases of a project for significantly faster time to value. Pneurons also 

make it possible for IT to maximize the investment made in current assets, connecting them 

through a lightweight footprint that saves over 50% in product acquisition, project labor and 

additional infrastructure costs.

Today over 50 types of Pneurons are available in the Pneuron library, to cover the 
vast spectrum of functionality required to build modern business solutions. 
Additional Pneurons are routinely added to this growing repository to maintain the 
highest levels of developer productivity by simplifying and accelerating the actions 
required to extract value from underlying systems.
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   Design Studio™ 

The Pneuron Design Studio enables design, develop-

ment, integration, deployment, and management from a 

single visual and intuitive user interface. The intuitive 

and configuration-driven web application allows design-

ers to quickly create targeted instruction chains aimed at 

specific business problems and provides a consistent 

environment across the solution lifecycle.

This accessibility minimizes repetitious data integration, 

procurement, and development cycles for IT, while 

giving non-technical team members active and direct 

input into optimize problem solving.

Capabilities

Pneuron’s Design Studio presents a visual interface to 

manage the entire solution lifecycle, making coding 

optional. Design Studio invites the highly productive and 

direct collaboration needed to solve complex and 

rapidly changing business problems. IT and business 

users can now work together to select, configure and 

connect Pneurons, data sources, variables, queries, data 

acquisition, business rules, intelligence analytics, and 

more across the entire enterprise.

Design studio invites the highly
productive and direct collabo-
ration needed to solve complex
and rapidly changing business 
problems.

With built-in development and debug tools, designers can iteratively extend the functionality of their 

new design, performing incremental tests to validate correct operations and results.

Features

As a web application, the Design Studio is importantly client-agnostic, which supports its simple 

deployment and use across the enterprise environment. Since solution configuration changes are 

managed within a shared database, globally dispersed work teams remain aligned in both the design 

and construction of individual solutions.

With Pneuron’s extensive permissions management infrastructure, various solution components can 

be developed in different locations, shared with each other, and then deployed as global solutions. 

Further, this partitioning of responsibilities promotes overall consistency of solution architecture and 

the propagation of best practices and standards.
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Benefits

In Design Studio, logical design and physical deployment are exactly the same. This accelerates 

design and creates alignment to existing infrastructure, supporting

With Pneuron’s extensive permissions management infrastructure, various solution components can 

be developed in different locations, shared with each other, and then deployed as global solutions. 

Further, this partitioning of responsibilities promotes overall consistency of solution architecture and 

the propagation of best practices and standards.

Enhanced developer productivity: The use of an existing Pneuron library, visually-oriented configu-

ration, integrated debug tools, and visual results inspection all serve to empower solution designers 

to convert requirements and ideas into working prototypes quickly. Rather than having solution 

designers be distracted by the details of low-level integration and coding, the manipulation of Pneu-

ron properties drives rapid development and test cycles.

Closer collaboration between business and IT: By giving non-technical team members the freedom 

to use and adjust the solution as needed but keeping robust control in the hands of skilled technolo-

gists, Design Studio helps bridge the gap between business and IT so that priorities on both sides are 

optimally met.

Rapid development cycles: Specific elements or entire solutions can be rapidly assembled, tested, 

and deployed with very low impact to existing operations. By re-configuring individual Pneuron 

behaviors, processing order, or extending processing logic, such rapid experimentation allows 

dramatic compression of traditional innovation-to-value cycle times.

In short, Design Studio gives developers the ability to reuse prior designs, best practices and proven 

logic to solve the business problems with better results in significantly less time.

Pneuron Innovation

By pre-integrating functionality typically spanning multiple product categories and 
presenting it via a single pane of glass, the Design studio promotes sound 
architectural design, reusability, and segregation of duties through permissioning 
and configuration management.



   Enterprise Control Manager

The Pneuron Enterprise Control Manager (ECM) provides a highly productive dashboard and report-

ing tool for designers and end users of the Pneuron platform. While strictly an optional tool, given 

that many enterprises have already invested in advanced visualization platforms, the ECM offers 

highly targeted and productive features that aid solution development and deployment across the 

solution lifecycle.

Capabilities

The Enterprise Control Manager offers a highly intuitive and productive resource throughout the 

solution lifecycle. For designers, the ECM is a convenient and highly productive tool used throughout 

the design process to visualize both intermediate and final results. With a tight linkage to solution 

design, the visual representation format can significantly accelerate the tuning of various parameter 

settings and analytical processing alternatives. For end users, the ECM enables interactive and 

“What-if” scenario investigation as fundamental ways to enrich the experience of consuming the 

results of value-added processing.

Pneuron Innovation

Pneuron’s focus on relevant 
data, in an enriched, interopera-
ble, and consistent solution 
environment reduces design 
complexity and speeds 
time-to-value.
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Features

While the ECM was designed as an optional component 

of the Pneuron platform, specific features have been 

implemented to drive both developer productivity as 

well as the realization of value by end users. Key ECM 

features include:.

Widget Library: The ECM offers a library of over 25 2D 

and 3D “widgets” that provide a full range of charts, 

graphs, and tables required to visualize various forms of 

intelligence derived within a Pneuron network. Each 

widget is fully customizable through the easy-to-use 

properties window that gives the dashboard designer 

the flexibility to best characterize and display processing 

results.

Exposed Design Parameters: Pneuron’s ECM maintains 

a high degree of connectivity to the native network 

designs within the Design Studio. At the discretion of the 

ECM dashboard designer, various parameters from 

within the network design can be exposed and made 

available to end users on the reverse side of any instan-

tiated widget. By exposing these parameters, end users 



can manipulate various critical elements of a network design and effect processing or results filtering 

behaviors with the refreshed results immediately displayed on the respective widget(s).

Dynamic What-If: Pneuron’s ECM also allows designers to create and offer dynamic “What-If” capa-

bility to end users. With this capability, end users can reset assigned values for various exposed 

parameters from within the design and immediately obtain impact assessments for such changes. 

End users then have the ability to accept or cancel the implied change and have the relevant

parameters value updated in the design.

Benefits

Designer productivity: The available widget library and corresponding ease of selection and configu-

ration provide a highly productive development environment for the solution designer. Rapid 

trial-and-error can be used to hone in on the most advantageous widget type, color selections, and 

information display.

End user productivity: This provides a high degree of productivity for end users who can manipulate 

chosen portions of a network design without incurring the lengthy development cycles often 

required for late-stage design changes.

Scenario investigation: By offering Dynamic What-If capability, end users who perhaps lack skills in 

lower level analytics can rapidly explore the potential solution space of a given business problem. 

This creates added leverage by integrating their subject matter expertise directly into the execution 

of defined Pneuron Networks.
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The true power behind Pneuron’s innovative platform technology, the Cortex enables management 

of the entire solution with an integrated technology stack, where multiple technologies are encapsu-

lated into a lightweight, dynamic run-time server.

The Cortex is Pneuron’s lightweight, run-time server that manages all aspects of solution deployment 

by controlling access to the distributed resources across a computing environment. Responsible for 

hosting individual Pneurons as well as maintaining oversight over all distributed computing activities, 

the Cortex ensures the enterprise-class performance and resiliency required for modern businesses.
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   The Cortex™ 

Capabilities

The Pneuron Cortex provides six sigma level scale, availability, clustering and resiliency while 

reusing existing infrastructure or accessing remote capacity. It focuses on leveraging legacy 

processing capacity within the data center, network, or Cloud, enabling uniform security, 

predictable performance, and maximum use of existing processing assets.

THE CORTEX

Customer Data, IP and Application Sources

External Sources

Design Studio

Data Sources Record Linking Third Party BI Tools Third Party &
Existing System

Analytics

Data Silos Market Feeds CloudAnalytics

Models



By dynamically scaling processing to address today’s escalating workloads, the Cortex takes full 

advantage of existing or on-demand network-based resources to maintain a robust performance 

profile. In situations demanding the highest levels of solution availability, Cortex clustering provides a 

dynamic failover capability without the loss of individual units of work.
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Features

The Cortex delivers a broad set of functionalities that is normally found in multiple products, which 

dramatically simplifies the installation, configuration, and integration of multiple other products. These 

include:

CORTEX™ Innovations
Realm Management: To support the dynamic performance requirements of modern applications, the 

Pneuron Cortex will dynamically add nodes in response to spikes in processing workload. Leveraging 

internal and external clouds, grids, and other available capacity, the Cortex will seamlessly direct units 

of works across all available nodes to maintain performance. When peak volumes have passed, the 

Realm manager will automatically release any dynamically added nodes to ensure the lowest cost 

total compute environment.

Cluster Management: To meet high availability situations, Pneuron Cortices can be clustered into a 

combination of dispatch and worker nodes to maintain continuous performance in the face of unrelia-

ble processing capacity. By using the Dispatcher Pneuron, units of work can be spread among 

opted-in worker nodes according to various algorithms (e.g. Shortest Queue) that best fit the business 

need. In the event a worker node is lost, the heartbeat model detects the lost worker, suspends work 

for that node, and re-issues those units of work to available nodes in

the dynamically reformed cluster.

Messaging Management: The Cortex handles all requirements for messaging between both Pneu-

rons and the respective installed Cortices. Since the Cortex maintains an understanding of the entire 

installed Pneuron footprint, it ensures robust communications between and among all installed 

servers. Messaging is accomplished either through in-memory passing of results between locally run 

Pneurons, or through the use of Web Services or JMS Services between remote Cortices.

Permissions Management: The Cortex implements the full permissioning structure used throughout 

the Pneuron platform. By providing low level granularity and full control over all systems objects and 

solution components, administrators can tune the access rights of designers and users throughout the 

platform.

Configuration Management: The Cortex manages the full configuration details of both the installed 

Pneuron platform and user-developed solutions. All configuration details are managed within a 

relational database and ensure all Pneuron components share a common view of the platform 

configuration and solution topology.
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Notification Management: This configurable system provides visibility into Cortex performance with 

delivery of internal errors, alerts, warning, and performance notices to multiple configurable destina-

tions. Leveraging this notification capability, administrators can configure integration with existing 

systems management infrastructures within their environment.

Alias Management: To facilitate both solution migration and separation of duties, Pneuron uses an 

Alias structure to represent credentialed connections from the Cortex to underlying (target) systems. 

With this approach, the functional use of a given connection can be maintained at the design level, 

while the physically connection may need adjustment between Development, Test, and Production 

environments.

Web Services: The Cortex supports a Web Services interface for both Cortex-resident management 

functionality as well as access to running Pneurons within the configured business solution. The use of 

the Web Services standard opens up Pneuron to direct interaction with a wide variety of commercially 

available and internally developed applications. All Web Services are authenticated to maintain secu-

rity of operations for the enterprise.

Connection Pool Management: To conserve systems resources and accelerate repeated targeting of 

specific databases, Pneuron manages a database connection pool to maximize the efficiency of 

opened connections. Within a configurable limit of pooled connections, the Cortex will maximize 

re-use and performance across various target DBMS systems.

Thread Pool Management: To deliver on the promise of a lightweight computing platform, the Cortex 

manages the allocation and use of processing threads made available from the host on which the 

Cortex has been installed. At runtime, the Cortex dynamically allocates a processing thread to a 

targeted Pneuron. Upon completion of the configured processing the thread is re-claimed for 

re-deployment. As a configurable parameter, the thread pool size can be matched with the available 

capacity of the specific host system.

With zero added infrastructure, the cortex provides distributed processing, common 
security and consistent, manageable performance.

Benefits

The Cortex solves the critical cost, complexity, and time-to-value challenges of prior distributed 

computing approaches, and delivers the performance, reliability, and total cost of ownership that 

meet high business expectations. This single platform approach is embodied as a set of management 

services that deliver high value across the full solution lifecycle.
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Adoption

When evaluating any new technology platform, there are key assessment 
criteria to ensure an informed adoption decision.

Pneuron has anticipated these needs and focused on ways to ease the adoption process for the 

enterprise. Specific highlights include:

Integrated development environment: Reduces installation, integration, and configuration efforts 

driven by the use of multiple tools. Using a single platform streamlines staff training and provides a 

single point of lifecycle management.

Non-invasive integration: Pneuron’s virtual overlay-styled model supports non-invasive use of 

existing data, applications, and analytics. Whether targeting specific elements of value or “calling” 

services on other platforms, Pneuron’s design does not require changes to those targeted systems.

Self-managed resiliency: Reduces the overhead for enterprises to develop schemes that ensure 

reliable operations, which may or may not be compatible with existing strategies.

Security & governance compatibility: Simplifies integration, sustains data protections, and reduces 

staff training by inheriting, absorbing, or working in concert with existing security and governance 

frameworks.

Customer self-sufficiency: Pneuron clients are independent from Pneuron and its product roadmap 

within the first month of deployment. Self-learning, intuitive design, and configuration-driven devel-

opment all enable customers to be rapidly self-sufficient without the traditional frustrations of relying 

on the vendor to create new functionality.

Standards compatibility: Broad compatibility with existing industry standards promotes reuse of

previously developed solutions, leverages existing staff skills, and ensures a robust selection of 3rd 

parties for development or maintenance support.

Initial cost / total cost: With various deployment scenarios possible, an enterprise can customize 

licensing to best meet program objectives. Given Pneuron’s approach to reuse rather than recreate 

IP, long-term maintenance costs are held in check.

Deployment / scale-up: Pneuron’s single, integrated development and management platform 

makes it easy to add additional users by simply increasing licensing counts and connecting new 

users to the existing development platform.

Pneuron’s distributed approach provides solution designers with novel ways to 
minimize or eliminate traditional speed, cost, and quality compromises.
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Pneuron’s targeted innovations redefine the trade-offs of traditional approaches. 
The result is a highly productive, low-TCO solution for the enterprise environment.

 Ease of integration

Pneuron also supports integration across a broad and ever-growing number of technologies, includ-

ing the following platforms and technologies:

Data sources: Including Oracle, SQL Server, MySQL, Vertica, Teradata, DB2, Sybase, FTP sites, 

websites, and proprietary structured and unstructured data sources.

Applications, BPM and BI tools: Including any applications offering standards-based APIs and Web 

Services.

Application languages: Including Java, C++, and Legacy CICS.

Messaging platforms: Including ActiveMQ, WebSphere MQ, Tibco, and Microsoft MQ.

Mobile platforms: Including iPad, iPhone, and Android.

Solution Lifecycle Management

The development and deployment of a Pneuron network accelerates the 
design flow found in typical application development and data acquisition 
methodologies. Pneuron Design studio provides an integrated development 
platform to manage the entire solution lifecycle.

Within Design Studio, design, build, test, and deploy activities are managed on an integrated basis 

to simplify development, user training, and avoid multi-tool integration challenges. Highlights of 

the solution lifecycle include:

Design: Users specify features of their planned network and capture key requirements that will 

determine the specifics of the final as-built solution.

Build: Pneurons are individually selected and configured using built-in methods and interfaces. 

They can be visually dragged and dropped into place within the project network and wired 

together to specify the flow of processing results.

Test: The results from any one Pneuron or entire network can be viewed within the execution 

console or integrated debugger. The use of standard XML-based messaging allows for easy 

visual inspection for accuracy.
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Deploy: When a solution build is complete, the resulting Pneurons and network specifications are 

migrated between Development, Test, and Production environments with the aid of built-in 

migration tools.

Manage: The management console maintains operational oversight of the deployed network and 

provides performance management functionality. Various actions are either automatically or 

manually taken to maintain performance SLAs, data security, and environment support.

Administer: The web-based administration application enables oversight of the configuration 

management, change management, and user and data security.

Pneuron Innovation

Pneuron’s distributed architecture, integrated platform, and lightweight runtime 
greatly simplifies the solution environment and lowers associated cost and 
complexity.

Pneuron has developed a breakthrough approach to the challenge of de-
livering solutions that fully utilize existing data, systems, intellectual prop-
erty and infrastructure. focusing on reuse, rather than re-creation of exist-
ing IP, greatly simplifies the infrastructure, tooling, training, and manage-
ment efforts compared to conventional approaches.

The Pneuron Distributed Platform’s lightweight, resilient, and elastic operating model also simpli-

fies the details of implementation and allows both IT and business users to focus on building 

business value.

In short, Pneuron excels in situations where distributed data, applications, and infrastructure have 

hampered past efforts to unlock business value through innovation. Pneuron offers a unique and 

market-innovative approach that dramatically changes the paradigm of how organizations 

address technology integration, innovation and deployment. Pneuron’s mission maintains a clear 

focus on decoupling global business creativity and innovation from the traditional technology 

barriers that have stifled enterprise competitiveness in the past.

Pneuron excels in situations where distributed data, applications,
and infrastructure have hampered past efforts to unlock business value through 
innovation.

Visit our website at www.pneuron.com  

or email us at pneuron@ust-global.com 


